
Creative challenge  

Read the information on the Following slides – all the way to the last slide!



Wednesday, 03 June 2020

Recreate a famous painting challenge 

LO:

To re-create a famous painting using props and clothing that you can 
find around the house.



So what am I asking you to do…?

I think that you will have a better idea of what I would like you

to do by looking at these examples done by people who took

part in this challenge on Quizlet



The original title of the painting is always given

…and the original 
painting is also
shown



The name of the original artist is given



Recreated by:  give your name



Simple props and clothing are used to create the effect



Think about the backgroud of your recreation
– again keep it simple!



Think about the angle of the face 



It doesn’t have to be of a person! You can     
recreate a scene



Pets can get involved too!



Another two!

So that’s where all the 
loo roll went!



I would like you to recreate a painting OR a section of a painting of 
your choice.

If you are part of the painting recreation, you will need to ask someone
to take a photo (or several, so that you can pick the best one).



HELP!
In the following slides you will find examples of different paintings and 
the names of the artists.

These are here to help you.

You can use these OR you can find your own painting.

You might want to explore other works of art by the same artist or by 
different artists.



Edgar Degas



Van Gogh



Caravaggio

Narcissus

David with the head of 
Goliath

The calling of St 
Matthew



Gustav Klimt

Woman in gold (Adele Bloch)

Portrait of Adele Bloch 

Portrait of a lady

The black feather hat

Portrait of 
Johanna Staude



Georges Seurat

The bathers

The Seine at the 
Grande Jatte



Eugene Delacroix

Liberty leading the people

Self portrait

Orphan girl



Jacques-Louis David

Napoleon Bonaparte

Madame Récamier

Self portrait



Paul Gauguin

Self portrait

The cellist

Guitar player



Sandro Botticelli

Simonetta Vespuci
Self portrait

Detail of Venus



René Magritte

Man in a bowler hat

The human condition

The therapist



Vermeer

Girl with a pearl earring

The Milkmaid



Frida Kahlo

Self portraits



Roy Lichtenstein

In the car

Brattata

Pow



Leonardo Da Vinci

Lady with am Ermine

Mona Lisa

Madona with child

Vitruvien Man



Animals

The nubian giraffe by 
Jacques-Laurent Agasse

The Polish rider by Rembrandt

His dog by Jean Leon Gerome



Salvador Dali

The persistance of time

sleep

Elephant Tuba



Send me a picture of your recreation together with a picture of the 
original so that they can be compared.

I will put everyone’s recreation together as a presentation and then 
share it with you all…

We could vote on who we think did the best recreation with prizes to 
be handed out on our return to school

jf.lewis@warriner.oxon.sch.uk


